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Abstract Does the quality of research design have an influence on study
outcomes in crime and justice? This was the subject of an important study by
Weisburd et al. (2001). They found a moderate and significant inverse
relationship between research design and study outcomes: weaker designs, as
indicated by internal validity, produced stronger effect sizes. Using a database of
evaluations (n=136) from systematic reviews that investigated the effects of public
area surveillance on crime, this paper carried out a partial replication of Weisburd
et al.’s study. We view it as a partial replication because it included only area- or
place-based studies (i.e., there were no individual-level studies) and these studies
used designs at the lower end of the evaluation hierarchy (i.e., not one of the
studies used a randomized experimental design). In the present study, we report
findings that are highly concordant with the earlier study. The overall correlation
between research design and study outcomes is moderate but negative and
significant (Tau-b= –.175, p=.029). This suggests that stronger research designs
are less likely to report desirable effects or, conversely, weaker research designs
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may be biased upward. We explore possible explanations for this finding.
Implications for policy and research are discussed.
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Does the quality of research design have an influence on study outcomes in crime
and justice? This was the subject of an important study by Weisburd et al. (2001).
On the heels of the launching of the Campbell Collaboration (in February 2000) and
the beginning of expanded use of systematic reviews to assess the effectiveness of
criminological interventions and inform public policy (see Farrington and Welsh
2001; Sherman 2003; Weisburd et al. 2003), the authors were chiefly motivated by
two central methodological issues that concerned an evidence-based approach to
crime and justice. The first was that research design matters. Higher-quality
evaluations, as indicated by internal validity, provide more confidence in observed
effects, and randomized experiments have the highest internal validity (Farrington
and Welsh 2005, 2006; Shadish et al. 2002). The second issue was that criminal
justice, with few exceptions (e.g., Braga 2005; Sherman et al. 2005), does not have
the luxury (unlike medicine) to base policies and practices solely on evidence from
randomized experiments. Instead, it must consider a wider range of evaluation
designs (Mears 2007, 2010). On this point, the words of the authors are instructive:
“it is important to ask what price we pay in including other types of studies in our
reviews of what works in crime and justice” (Weisburd et al. 2001: 52).
Weisburd et al. (2001) found a moderate and significant inverse relationship
between research design and study outcomes. This meant that weaker research
designs, as indicated by internal validity, produced stronger effect sizes. For
example, the weakest research design, a correlation between a program and a
measure of crime, had a mean score of .80 on the authors’ investigator reported
result scale (the highest and lowest possible scores were 1 and –1, respectively)
compared to the strongest design of a randomized experiment with a mean score of
.22. In fact, the inverse relationship was linear, with each successive type of research
design (from weak to strong) showing a smaller effect. In addition to weaker
research designs being more likely to report positive or desirable effects, these
designs were less likely to report harmful or backfire effects. The study was based on
308 evaluations that were included in the now-famous Maryland report on what
works and what does not in preventing crime (Sherman et al. 1997).
The authors concluded that their results “point to the possibility of an overall bias
in nonrandomized criminal justice studies” (Weisburd et al. 2001: 65). While they
cautioned that this bias may be due to a number of factors that they were not able to
investigate (e.g., publication bias, differential attrition), they were more confident
that an explanation for their results could be found in the “norms of criminal justice
research and practice” (p. 65). By this the authors meant that compared to the
routinized and prescribed nature of randomized experiments, nonrandomized studies
can more easily fall prey to selection bias and other confounding factors, which
criminal justice practitioners find more difficult to address than their counterparts in
medicine, for example.
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A large body of evaluation research on surveillance methods designed to prevent
crime in public space exists. Closed-circuit television (CCTV) and improved street
lighting are the most well developed of these measures that are in current use. Other
widely used surveillance measures that perform a crime-prevention function in
public space and that have been evaluated include security guards, place managers,
and defensible space.1 Recently completed systematic reviews of these forms of
public area surveillance, which incorporated only the highest-quality evaluation
designs (Farrington and Welsh 2007; Welsh and Farrington 2009a, b; Welsh et al.
2010), presented an opportunity to investigate the relationship between research
design and study outcomes.
A brief summary of the results of these reviews seems warranted. It was found
that CCTV is effective in car parks, improved street lighting is effective in city
and town centers and residential/public housing communities, and the defensible
space practice of street closures or barricades is effective in inner-city
neighborhoods. Also of importance is evidence showing that CCTV and
improved street lighting are more effective in reducing property (and especially
vehicle) crimes than in reducing violent crimes. Street closure or barricade
schemes are effective in reducing both property and violent crimes. For security
guards, the weight of the evidence suggests that they are promising when
implemented in car parks and targeted at vehicle crimes. In contrast, place
managers appear to be of unknown effectiveness in preventing crime. These less-
than-conclusive statements about the effectiveness of security guards and place
managers have everything to do with the small number of high-quality
evaluations that have been carried out on these measures.2
Drawing upon the evaluations collected for these systematic reviews, we set
out to conduct a replication of Weisburd et al.’s (2001) study. Two factors
suggest that our sample could serve as the basis of a suitable replication. First,
public area surveillance represents a well-known group of criminological
interventions, within the more general area of situational crime prevention
(Cornish and Clarke 2003). Second, the group of studies brought together here
represents the full body of evaluation research (published and unpublished) on
public area surveillance (see the Methodology section for more details). The
present study also goes some way toward addressing Lipsey’s (2003) call for more
uniform bodies of research to be used in investigating the relationship between
research design and study outcomes.
1 Briefly, place managers (Eck 1995) are persons such as bus drivers, parking lot attendants, train
conductors, and others who perform a surveillance function by virtue of their position of employment.
Unlike security personnel, however, the task of surveillance for these employees is secondary to their other
job duties. Defensible space (Newman 1972) involves design changes to the built environment to
maximize the natural surveillance of open spaces (e.g., streets and parks) provided by people going about
their day-to-day activities. Examples of design changes include the construction of street barricades or
closures, re-design of walkways, and installation of windows. They can also include more mundane
techniques such as the removal of objects from shelves or windows of convenience stores that obscure
lines of sight in the store and the removal or pruning of bushes in front of homes so that residents may
have a clear view of the outside world (Cornish and Clarke 2003).
2 For more details on the results, interested readers should consult the separate reviews or the larger study
that includes the full body of this work (see Welsh and Farrington 2009a).
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Literature review
An evaluation of an intervention is considered to be high quality if it possesses a
high degree of internal, construct, and statistical conclusion validity. Put another
way, we can have a great deal of confidence in the observed effects of an
intervention if it has been evaluated using a design that controls for the major threats
to these three forms of validity.3 Internal validity, which refers to how well the study
unambiguously demonstrates that an intervention (e.g., parent training) had an effect
on an outcome (e.g., delinquency), has generally been regarded as the most
important type of validity (Shadish et al. 2002: 97).4 Here, some kind of control
condition is necessary to estimate what would have happened to the experimental
units (e.g., people or areas) if the intervention had not been applied to them—termed
the “counterfactual inference.” Internal validity is central to the discussion on the
quality or strength of research design.
The main threats to internal validity include selection, history, maturation,
instrumentation, testing, regression to the mean, differential attrition, and causal
order (see Farrington 2003: 53). In addition, there may be interactive effects of
threats. For example, a selection-maturation effect may occur if the experimental and
control conditions have different preexisting trends, or a selection-history effect may
occur if the experimental and control conditions experience different historical
events (e.g., where they are located in different settings).
In principle, a randomized experiment has the highest possible internal validity
because it can rule out all these threats, although in practice, differential attrition may
still be problematic. Randomization is the only method of assignment that controls
for unknown and unmeasured confounders as well as those that are known and
measured. The next best method is to use a nonrandomized experimental or quasi-
experimental design. In the former, experimental and control units are matched or
statistically equated (e.g., using a prediction or propensity score) prior to
intervention. One example of a quasi-experimental design involves before-and-
after measures in experimental and comparable control conditions. According to
Cook and Campbell (1979) and Shadish et al. (2002), this is the minimum design
that is interpretable or understandable. Control conditions are needed to counter
threats to internal validity.
Weisburd et al. (2001) reviewed the key studies on the relationship between
research design and study outcomes and drew a number of important conclusions.
3 External validity, which refers to how well the effect of an intervention on an outcome is generalizable or
replicable in different conditions, is difficult to investigate within one evaluation study. External validity
can be established more convincingly in systematic reviews and meta-analyses of a number of evaluation
studies.
4 Statistical conclusion validity is concerned with whether the presumed cause (the intervention) and the
presumed effect (the outcome) are related. The main threats to this form of validity are insufficient
statistical power to detect the effect (e.g., because of small sample size) and the use of inappropriate
statistical techniques. Construct validity refers to the adequacy of the operational definition and
measurement of the theoretical constructs that underlie the intervention and the outcome. The main
threats to this form of validity rest on the extent to which the intervention succeeded in changing what it
was intended to change (e.g., to what extent was there treatment fidelity or implementation failure) and on
the validity and reliability of outcome measures (e.g., how adequately police-recorded crime rates reflect
true crime rates).
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First, despite broad consensus that experimental studies are stronger than quasi-
experimental or non-experimental studies with respect to internal validity,
researchers face difficulties in specifying the effect of research design on study
outcomes. It is assumed that weaker research designs will lead to biases in
assessment of program effects; however, the directionality and magnitude of the bias
is contingent on a number of factors related to the nature of the research. Second, in
comparisons of randomized versus nonrandomized (quasi-experimental and non-
experimental studies) designs, there is “not a consistent bias” that results from the
use of the latter, and any differences in effects between the two research designs will
be reduced when studies with nonrandomized designs are “well designed and
implemented” (p. 55). The finding that there is not a consistent bias but rather mixed
results between these designs is found across disciplines, including medical and
social sciences. Third, efforts to investigate the relationship between research design
and study outcome are scarce in crime and justice, and the studies that have been
done are limited. In the words of Weisburd et al.: “Results of these studies provide
little guidance for specifying a general relationship between study design and study
outcomes for criminal justice research” (p. 56).
We set out to update Weisburd et al.’s (2001) literature review. The last 10 years
of criminology and criminal justice journals were searched using the major
electronic bibliographic databases (e.g., Criminal Justice Abstracts, National
Criminal Justice Reference Service Abstracts) to locate studies that examined the
effect of research design on crime and offending outcomes. Forward searches were
carried out to identify studies that cited Weisburd et al. and related articles. We also
contacted each of the three study authors and other key scholars in the field in an
effort to identify any works (published or unpublished) on the topic.
Interestingly, not one new study was found that explicitly investigated the
relationship between research design and study outcomes in crime and justice.
Ten years later, we are left to concur with Weisburd and his colleagues that there
is a real scarcity of works on this topic in crime and justice. Two studies are
noteworthy.
Cook et al. (2008) compared estimates from randomized experiments with
estimates from observational studies covering a wide range of areas (e.g., education,
job training, school dropout prevention). An important feature of this research is that
it involved within-study comparisons where the randomized experiments and
observational studies shared treatment groups. The aim was to “test whether
different causal estimates result when a counterfactual group is formed, either with
or without random assignment, and when statistical adjustments for selection are
made in the group from which random assignment is absent” (p. 724). The authors
found that the two designs produced comparable results when the observational
studies are well designed and analyzed, but not when the observational studies are
poorly designed and analyzed.
Lipsey (2003) explored the difficulties of investigating and interpreting moderator
variables in meta-analyses, with a particular focus on research design. He argued
that, because moderator variables are generally related to each other and to the effect
of the intervention (or effect size), it can be difficult to determine the influence of a
single moderator on effect size. Lipsey referred to this as the confounding effect of
moderator variables.
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Drawing upon his delinquency intervention database, which includes almost
400 studies, Lipsey carried out a number of analyses to investigate the
relationship between effect size and research design (i.e., random or nonrandom)
and other key moderator variables (e.g., research demonstration or routine
practice, age of sample, and intervention intensity). While analyses showed that
effect sizes were significantly larger for weaker designs, he cautioned against
concluding that “nonrandomized designs are biased upward” (p. 74). This is
because effect-size differences were also significantly related to other important
moderator variables, in some cases more strongly than to research design. In the
context of meta-analysis, Lipsey called for a “very careful multivariate analysis
with the full set of correlated moderator variables (if we could identify and
measure all such variables)” to test if in fact nonrandomized designs are biased
upward (p. 77).
Methodology
As noted above, five recently completed systematic reviews of public area
surveillance measures served as the basis for the population of studies used here.
These reviews resulted in the collection of a total of 150 unique evaluation
studies (i.e., each representing a different project). A small number of these
evaluations did not measure crime, some of the experimental-control evaluations
only reported measures of crime for the target area, and a couple were carried out
in private settings. Exclusion of these reduced the sample to 136 evaluations.
One of the differences between our study and Weisburd et al.’s is that we
collected, coded, and analyzed all of the evaluations in our sample. Of course, this is
a function of carrying out a systematic review. Weisburd and his colleagues had to
rely on the results reported by the chapter authors in the Maryland report (Sherman
et al. 1997). They termed this the investigator reported result (IRR). To reflect this
difference, we titled our measure of results the systematic reviewer result or SRR.
The SRR was also created as an ordinal scale with three numerical values
corresponding to the main study outcomes: positive or desirable effect (1), null
effect (0), and negative or backfire effect (–1). The conventional p < .05 was used as
the significance level cut-off. We followed the same rules for coding studies as used
by Weisburd et al. (2001: 58–59):
1: The program had an intended positive effect in the study sample/population.
Outcomes in this case supported the position that interventions lead to
reductions in crime.
0: The program was reported to have no detected effect, or the effect was reported
as not statistically significant.
–1: The program had an unintended backfire effect in the study sample/population.
Outcomes in this case supported the position that interventions were harmful
and lead to increases in crime.
In some of our systematic reviews (on CCTV and street lighting), it was possible
to carry out a meta-analysis. The starting point for a meta-analysis is the calculation
of a comparable measure of effect size and an estimate of its variance for each
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evaluation (Lipsey and Wilson 2001). For our purposes here, this information served
as the SRR for each evaluation.
In the case of public area surveillance evaluations, the measure of effect size had
to be based on the number of crimes in the experimental and control areas before and
after the intervention. This is because this was the only information that was
regularly provided in these evaluations. Here, the “relative effect size” or RES
(which can be interpreted as an incident rate ratio) is used to measure effect size. The
RES is calculated from the following table:
Before After
Experimental a b
Control c d
where a, b, c, d are numbers of crimes
RES ¼ a»d=b»c
The RES is intuitively meaningful because it indicates the relative change in
crimes in the control area compared with the experimental area. RES=2 indicates
that d/c (control after/control before) is twice as great as b/a (experimental after/
experimental before). This value could be obtained, for example, if crimes
doubled in the control area and stayed constant in the experimental area, or if
crimes decreased by half in the experimental area and stayed constant in the
control area, or in numerous other ways. A RES greater than 1.0 indicates a
desirable effect of the intervention, and a RES less than 1.0 indicates an
undesirable effect. The significance of RES, and its confidence intervals, are
calculated by calculating the natural logarithm of RES, LRES, which has a
known variance:
VAR LRESð Þ ¼ 1=aþ 1=bþ 1=cþ 1=d
Not all of the included evaluations used a control condition. For these
uncontrolled studies, a slightly modified procedure was used to calculate effect size
and variance. Here, the RES was calculated by dividing crimes in the before period
by crimes in the after period, or a/b. This assumes that crimes did not change in the
control condition (the missing c and d). The variance of RES is calculated as
follows:
VAR LRESð Þ ¼ 1=aþ 1=b½ »2
In a handful of cases, it was not possible to calculate an effect size and its
variance using the above procedures. In these cases, the SRR had to be based on
the effect size (e.g., relative difference in percentages) that was reported in the
study.
Another important component of this study is the type of research designs
under investigation. Nearly all of the studies used one of three designs: no
control, non-comparable control, or comparable control. These correspond
approximately to levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively, on the Scientific Methods
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Scale (SMS) (Sherman et al. 1997; see also Farrington et al. 2006).5 Not one of
the studies used a randomized experimental design. Weisburd et al. were able to
use the full range of evaluation designs, from level 1 (no control or correlational) to
level 5 (randomized experiment) on the SMS.
One other important component of this study—another that distinguishes it from
Weisburd et al.’s study—is that it includes only area- or place-based evaluations.
Most evaluations of situational crime-prevention programs are what are called area-
based studies, where the unit of analysis is the area. In these studies, the effect of
crime on the area or place (e.g., city center, public transportation facility, school) is
measured, rather than the effect of crime on the individual, which is assessed in
commonly used evaluation studies. In area-based studies, the best and most feasible
design usually involves before-and-after measures of crime in experimental and
comparable control conditions, together with statistical control of extraneous
variables. This is an example of a quasi-experimental evaluation design. Few area-
based studies have used experimental designs (Weisburd 2005). It is for these
reasons that we view the present study as a partial replication of the one by Weisburd
et al. (2001).
Results
Descriptive statistics of the studies are presented in Tables 1 and 2. As might be
expected, there was a fair degree of variability in the research designs of the 136
studies (see Table 1). A little more than four out of ten (44%) studies used a
comparable control design (the most rigorous one represented here) to evaluate the
effects of the intervention on crime. Just over one-third (37%) of the studies
employed a no control design, and approximately one-fifth (19%) of the studies used
a non-comparable control design. This distribution of research designs differs from
that reported in Weisburd et al. (2001). While they found that an almost identical
percentage of studies used a comparable control design (42%), a larger share used a
non-comparable control design (31%) and a considerably smaller share used the
weakest design (3%). A more accurate comparison requires the removal of the two
strongest research designs used in their study, represented by levels 4 and 5 on the
SMS. This had the effect of making the distribution of research designs even less
similar between our study and Weisburd et al.’s; for example, comparable control
designs now accounted for more than half (56%) of all their studies.
Study outcomes, as categorized by the SRR, are shown in Table 2. Nearly half
(49%) of the studies reported a positive or desirable effect on crime. A slightly
smaller percentage of studies reported a null effect (43%), and only 7% reported a
negative or backfire effect. Weisburd et al. (2001) also found that the greatest share
of studies reported a positive effect (64%) and the smallest share reported a negative
effect (11%).
5 Two street lighting studies that used a comparable control design (Painter and Farrington 1997, 1999)
also controlled for extraneous variables. Eck (2006) rated them as level 4 on the SMS. A level 4 study
involves measures of crime before and after the program in experimental and comparable control
conditions, together with statistical control of extraneous variables.
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Basic findings on the relationship between research design and study outcomes
are presented in Tables 3 and 4 (these results are presented in a similar manner to
those reported in Weisburd et al.). Table 3 reports on the mean SRR scores across the
three types of research design. The mean SRR scores and an overall statistical
measure of correlation, Tau-b, allow for an examination of the results. Table 4
reports on a cross-tabulation of research design and SRR scores.
Both tables indicate that there is a significant inverse relationship between
research design and the SRR. The most internally valid studies, as represented by
comparable control designs, have a mean SRR score of .28, while the weakest
studies, as represented by no control designs, have a mean SRR score of .50 (see
Table 3). There is little difference between the mean SRR scores for the no-control
and non-comparable control studies (.50 vs. .58). The overall correlation between
research design and study outcomes is moderate and negative (−.175), and the
relationship is statistically significant at the .05 level (p=.029). This suggests that
stronger research designs with respect to internal validity are less likely to report
desirable effects or, conversely, weaker research designs may be biased upward.
Table 4 provides a cross-tabulation of research design type and the SRR.
Stronger research designs with respect to internal validity are less likely to
conclude that the intervention had a desirable effect. Negative or backfire effects
were found in five studies (10%) with a no control design and five studies (8%)
with a comparable control design; none of the non-comparable control design
studies reported a negative effect. Desirable effects were found in 30 studies (60%)
with a no control design, 15 studies (58%) with a non-comparable control design,
and 22 studies (37%) with a comparable control design. Going from weakest to
strongest research design (left to right in Table 4) there is a linear increase in the
percentage of studies with null effects, while the reverse is true for studies with
Table 1 Studies categorized by research design
Studies
Research design n Percentage
No control 50 37
Non-comparable control 26 19
Comparable control 60 44
Total 136 100
Studies
SRR n Percentage
–1 10 7
0 59 43
1 67 49
Total 136 100*
Table 2 Studies categorized by
the SRR
*Does not add due to rounding
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desirable effects. The overall relationship observed in Table 4 is statistically
significant at the .05 level (p=.042).
In Table 5, we combine the two weakest research designs (no control and non-
comparable control) for a comparison with the strongest or most valid in the
comparable control design. Our reasoning is that because the latter is considered the
minimum interpretable design for concluding that an intervention caused a change in
the outcome, any research design below this threshold will produce results that are
inconclusive. The combined no-control and non-comparable control studies have a
mean SRR score of .53 and the comparable control studies have a mean SRR score of
.28 (data drawn from Table 3). As shown in Table 5, an almost identical percentage of
studies in the two groups reported a negative effect on crime, while there were large
differences between the two groups in the percentage of studies with null and desirable
effects. For example, desirable effects on crime were found in just over one-third
(37%) of comparable control studies and almost three-fifths (59%) of the combined no
control and non-comparable control studies. Once again, we find a statistically
significant negative relationship between research design and the SRR (p=.031).
Discussion and conclusions
In the first direct, not to mention the most rigorous and largest, test of the influence
of research design on study outcomes in crime and justice, Weisburd et al. (2001)
found a moderate and significant inverse relationship between research design and
Table 4 Cross-tabulation of research design and SRR
Research design
No control Non-comparable control Comparable control
SRR n Percentage n Percentage n Percentage
–1 5 10 0 0 5 8
0 15 30 11 42 33 55
1 30 60 15 58 22 37
Total 50 100 26 100 60 100
Chi-square = 9.882 with 4 df (p<.05)
Table 3 Mean SRR scores across research design categories
Research design Mean n Standard deviation
No control .50 50 0.678
Non-comparable control .58 26 0.504
Comparable control .28 60 0.613
Total .42 136 0.627
Tau-b=−.175, p<.05
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study outcomes. Weaker research designs, as indicated by internal validity, were
more likely to report desirable effects and were less likely to report backfire or
harmful effects. In the present study, we report findings that are highly concordant
with Weisburd et al.’s study. The overall correlation between research design and
study outcomes is moderate but negative and significant.
The main aim of this paper was to carry out a replication of Weisburd et al.’s
study. We view it as a partial replication because it included only area- or place-
based studies (i.e., there were no individual-level studies) and these studies used
designs at the lower end of the evaluation hierarchy (i.e., not one of the studies
used a randomized experimental design). Two other major differences exist
between the present study and Weisburd et al.’s. First, we focused on a specific
area of criminological intervention in the form of public area surveillance and,
second, we used a database of evaluations from a number of systematic reviews
that we have carried out on this topic. This means that the group of studies
brought together here represents the full body of evaluation research (published
and unpublished) on public area surveillance, and we collected, coded, and
analyzed all of the evaluations in our sample. By contrast, Weisburd et al.
focused on a broad spectrum of criminological interventions and had to rely on
the results reported in the Maryland report.
We certainly do not believe that research design alone—or any one other
moderator variable for that matter—can explain our main finding. As reported
above, Lipsey (2003), in the context of a meta-analysis on delinquency
intervention, found that effect size differences were also significantly related to
other important moderator variables, in some cases more strongly than research
design. There are, of course, some key factors that may contribute to this research
design effect that merit investigation. One of these is publication bias. Weisburd et
al. acknowledged that they were unable to look into this. One of the advantages of
systematic reviews is that they are meant to include both published and
unpublished studies. At the very least, this allows one to investigate for publication
bias. We found no evidence of publication bias in our systematic reviews of the
effects of public area surveillance on crime.
Another key factor is program implementation. Poor implementation is
considered the most common reason for a program’s failure to demonstrate an
Table 5 Comparing no-control and non-comparable control studies with comparable control studies
Research design
No control/Non-comparable control Comparable control
SRR n Percentage n Percentage
–1 5 7 5 8
0 26 34 33 55
1 45 59 22 37
Total 76 100 60 100
Chi-square = 6.940 with 2 df (p<.05)
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impact on crime or, more correctly, “for an impact evaluation to fail to put the
‘theory’ to a fair test” (Ekblom and Pease 1995: 594). Detailed information on
implementation is sometimes lacking in evaluations, and our sample is no different,
but we found no evidence to suggest that the programs with the highest quality
evaluation design (i.e., comparable control), which had the lowest mean SRR score,
were more likely to be poorly implemented than those with the lower-quality
evaluation designs (i.e., no control and non-comparable control).
We are apt to concur with Weisburd and his colleagues (2001) that the upward
bias of weaker evaluation designs is rooted in the “norms of criminal justice research
and practice” (p. 65). As noted above, this has to do with the conduct of
nonrandomized studies and their increased susceptibility to selection bias and other
confounding factors, which criminal justice practitioners find more difficult to
address than their counterparts in medicine.
Rather than being seen as a defeatist position, this may well be a marker of
the still relatively new tradition of the application of the scientific method to
evaluating interventions in crime and justice (compared to medicine). It may also
go some way to highlighting the often messy nature of conducting evaluations in
the field and with multiple stakeholders of sometimes differing interests. These
points draw attention to a key question for future research: Is it that crime and
justice researchers are coming from disciplines where training in methods is
weaker or does the nature of our context influence the outcomes? Where few
procedures or protocols exist to guide these evaluations, unlike the more
routinized and prescribed randomized experiments, methodological quality
control can fall by the wayside. Moreover, it may raise the need for increased
practitioner-academic partnerships, which have made some important advances in
criminal justice research in recent years (see Braga 2010).
A growing number of scholars suggest that academics should engage in ongoing
collaborations with practitioners to create opportunities to test crime and justice
interventions using more rigorous designs with higher degrees of internal validity
(Braga 2010; Petersilia 2008). Past partnerships between academics and criminal
justice practitioners were often characterized by role conflicts, such as researchers
reporting the “bad news” that an evaluated program was not effective in preventing
crime (Weisburd 1994). For academic researchers, success or failure matters less
than their commitment to the development of knowledge on what does or does not
work in preventing crime. For criminal justice practitioners, this news could be
interpreted as their personal failure, and the skepticism of academics may be viewed
as irritating. Traditional research and evaluation roles played by academics, often
involving data collection and analysis after programs have been developed, can also
be viewed by practitioners as not particularly helpful in their efforts to do a better job
in preventing crime.
Current partnerships between academics and practitioners are more likely to be
characterized by action research methodologies and a shared sense of responsibility
for implementing locally relevant crime prevention programs and understanding
whether these implemented programs actually work in preventing crime (Braga and
Hinkle 2010; Klofas et al. 2010). For instance, in the realm of public area
surveillance evaluations, researchers could partner with city officials to pinpoint the
optimal locations for CCTV placement through strategic analyses of crime data.
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Budget-conscious cities often lack the resources to adequately cover all existing
high-crime locations. Researchers would then be well positioned to suggest a
deployment scheme that could randomly allocate CCTV cameras across the
identified high-crime locations (and thereby create equivalent treatment and control
conditions). A case could be made that this more rigorous design would provide city
officials with an equitable distribution of existing scarce resources and, if the
evaluation reported evidence of crime prevention benefits, city officials would also
be better positioned to acquire external funds to then cover the control locations that
did not receive the cameras during the study time period.
The overall state of crime and justice research, which is generally methodolog-
ically weak (National Research Council 2008), could be improved through this new
wave of collaborative relationships as more opportunities will arise to conduct
rigorous evaluations of interventions. Research partnerships allow academics to get
their feet in the door, develop trust with practitioners, and position themselves to
make a stronger argument for using rigorous evaluation designs such as randomized
controlled trials. Petersilia (2008) suggests that policy-makers and practitioners
today are often willing to support true randomized experiments and are more likely
to be influenced by experimental findings than in the past. Many higher-level
managers have had research methods courses and most understand and are familiar
with medical trials where new drugs are routinely tested with experimental designs
(Petersilia 2008).
To some observers, close working relationships between practitioners and
academics may violate the purported scientific necessity to separate program
developer and evaluator roles (for discussion, see Petrosino and Soyden 2005).
However, unless there is some convincing evidence of widespread evaluator bias
associated with such arrangements, these collaborative arrangements seem
necessary to put academics in the position of being able to conduct higher-
quality evaluations of crime-prevention programs. As Olds (2009) suggests in his
recent essay in support of “disciplined passion,” balancing scientific integrity with
the practical challenges associated with program evaluation in real-world settings
needs to be addressed through higher standards for reporting trials, better peer
review, improved investigator training, and rigorous collegial support of those who
choose this line of work.
The field could also benefit from greater use of randomized experimental designs
in place-based studies more generally. There are some promising signs that this is
beginning to take hold (see Weisburd 2005). Where random assignment to treatment
and control conditions is not feasible, the use of even more rigorous quasi-
experimental designs should be explored (Henry 2009). Some of these designs
include regression discontinuity, instrumental variable, propensity score matching,
and interrupted time series with comparable control areas.
Notwithstanding the limitations of the present study, we believe that as a test of
the influence of research design on study outcomes, it further demonstrates that
research design does indeed matter, and this has everything to do with confidence in
the observed effects. By and large, the highest-quality evaluation design used in our
sample involved before-and-after measures of crime in experimental and comparable
control conditions. Cook and Campbell (1979) and Shadish et al. (2002) considered
this to be the minimum design that is interpretable. In short, control conditions are
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needed to counter the many threats to internal validity. This is also the threshold that
has been adopted by the Campbell Collaboration, not only for systematic reviews of
criminological interventions, but also in the areas of education and social work and
social welfare.
Our focus on a specific criminological intervention addresses Lipsey’s (2003)
call for more uniform bodies of research to be used to investigate the relationship
between research design and study outcomes. This seems to be the most
productive way to advance knowledge on this front. Also, evaluation designs at
the lower end of the evaluation hierarchy should be included in future tests, if only
because these weak designs continue to be the most widely used forms of
evaluation in our field.
This study has gone some way toward contributing to the debate on the
influence of research design on study outcomes in crime and justice. Its specific
focus on area-based studies and those at the lower end of the evaluation design
hierarchy has, we believe, dealt with two important but neglected areas of
criminological research, but by no means has this debate been resolved. To this
end, we join Weisburd et al. (2001), Lipsey (2003), and other scholars in calling
for further research to advance knowledge on this important methodological and
policy question.
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